
COMP101: Review Session 1
With Mason and Tony



Course Updates: 

● Quiz 1 is scheduled for tomorrow: Friday, February 8. 
● It’ll mostly cover logical operators, if-else blocks and conditional logic, and 

also some light coverage of while loops. 
● Both parts of problem set 3 are due on Sunday, February 10. 
● A friendly reminder: if you have questions related to the problem set, we 

have office hours open ‘til 8 in SN008! Tony and I will usually stick around 
after the review sessions to answer questions related to the quiz or to the 
material we presented, but if you have problem set questions, please 
submit a ticket in office hours. 



Review: The remainder operator

● It can be difficult to understand the remainder operator at times, but there 
is a convenient way of visualizing it to make your life easier!

● Let’s say we want to figure out what the expression “n % m” will evaluate to 
where n and m are some numbers that we chose. 

● Start by drawing a “clock” that counts from 0 up to m - 1. Then, starting 
from 0, draw n arrows that cycle around the clock numbers. The number 
that you end on is the answer to the expression!

● Don’t stress out if this explanation makes things initially more confusing- 
we’ll explain more with some examples. 

● An extra resource for the remainder operator: https://bit.ly/1nFartg



Review: The remainder operator

n = 3 m = 8
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3 23 % 8 = 8 % 3 = 3 2 



Review: number Variables

● We’ll often need to use numbers when coding, and there’s a specific syntax 
for declaring and assigning a variable. 

● When declaring number variables, you may choose to let TypeScript’s type 
inference decide what types your variables are. 

let num = 5; let num: number = 5;

Type Inference Type Declaration



Review: Declaring Boolean Variables

true false

booleans
let bool = true; let bool: boolean= true;

Type Inference Type Declaration



New Material: Relational Operators

Test:

“Is greater than?” :
“Is at least?”: 
“Is less than?”: 
“Is at most?”
“Is equal to?”
“Is not equal to?

Math 
Symbol:

>
≥
<
≤
=
≠

TypeScript Operator

>
>=
<

<=
===
!==



Relational Operators: using booleans and 
numbers together

Test:
“Is 6 greater than 5?” 
“Is 5 at least 5?”: 
“Is 6 less than 5?”: 
“Is 5 at most 6?”
“Is 5 equal to 5?”
“Is 5 not equal to 5?

TypeScript 
 6 > 5
5 >= 5
6 < 5

5 <= 6
5 === 5
5 !== 5

      Compiles to: 
true
true 
false
true
true
false



The Assignment Operator and the Equality 
Operator

The Assignment 
Operator: (=)

Used in 
TypeScript to give 
a variable some 
new value than 
what it had 
previously

The Equality 
Operator (===)

Used in TypeScript to 
compare two values 

and determine 
whether or not they 

are equal. 

Equals Sign: (=)

Used in math 
syntax but NOT in 
TypeScript to 
state that two 
values are 
definitively equal.



Using The Equals Sign In Math

Equals Sign: (=)

The equals sign 
can be used to 

state facts. 

    5 = 5
6 = 6

x + 1 = x + 1



The Assignment Operator and the Equality 
Operator 

The Assignment 
Operator: (=)

let x = 5;
let y = 6;

x = y
y = x;

The Equality 
Operator (===)

let x = 5;
let y = 6;

let z = x === y

What are 
the final 

values of x, 
y and z in 

each of the 
examples?



Logical Operators: Combining Boolean 
Expressions (Worth memorizing!)

&& AND

True && True (True)
True && False (False)
False && True (False)
False && False (False)

!NOT

!True (False)
!False (True)

|| OR

True || True (True)
True || False (True)
False || True (True)

False || False (False)



Hands On 1: Using Relational Operators and 
Logical Operators

What is the output of the 
following program?

“x: 6, y: 6, a: true, b: false”



Hands On 2: Variable Assignment

● Declare and initialize two variables named x and y and assign them the 
following values. 
○ x: (9 % 2) + 8 
○ y: (x >= 9) || false

● Now declare and initialize a variable z that is true if and only if y is true and 
x is equal to 9. 



Hands On 2: Answer

x = 9;

y = true;

z = true;



If-then

If-then statements execute a block of code only if some condition is true. If the 
condition is false, we skip over the “then-block”.

Condition must evaluate to a boolean--either true or false. We can use:

- Relational operators if (113 > 96)

- Equality operators if (school !== “UNC”)

- Logical expressions if (isRaining || isCold)

if (<condition>) {

// code to execute when condition is true

}



If-then-else

If-then-else statements execute one block of 
code if some condition is true, and another block 
of code if that condition is false.

One (and only one) of the code blocks will 
execute. Then-block or else-block, but not both.

if (<condition>) {

// code to execute when condition is true

} else {
// code to execute when condition is false

}



Nesting if-then-else

We can put if-then or 
if-then-else statements 
inside a then-block or 
else-block. This gives us 
more control over what 
code will execute.

How will this code execute 
differently?



a ===1

a >= 4 && a < 6

a >= 4 && a > 25

a >= 4 && a <= 25

a < 4 



While Loops

While loops are like repeating if statements. We use them to run a piece of 
code repeatedly, based on a boolean condition.

Requirements:

1) Boolean condition inside the parentheses
2) Code that we want to repeat
3) Some way to make boolean false/end the loop



Hands On



Hands On

Because we don’t 
increment i, it will 
remain 0 which is < 
5

Because we increment i by 
three, it will never be equal to 
2, and our looping condition is 
always true. 

Because i will never be less than 
0, we only increment when
 i = 0, and then never again after. 


